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Towards an Architecture for Pseudonymous E-Commerce
Applying Privacy by Design to Online Shopping
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Abstract: In this paper we apply privacy by design in e-commerce. We outline the requirements of
a privacy-aware online shopping platform that satisfies the principle of data minimization and we
suggest several architectures for building such a platform. We then compare them according to four
dimensions: privacy threats, transparency, usability and compatibility with existing business models.
Based on the comparison, we aim to build the selected platform in the next step.
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1

Introduction

E-commerce is playing an increasingly important role for operators of shopping platforms
and their customers. The estimated revenue for the German e-commerce market in 2017
amounts to e55 billion, while recent statistics forecast 58 million users and a market volume
of e78 billion in 2021 [St16]. Shopping platform operators are collecting customer data, as
personalized offers and recommendations lead to higher revenues. Despite an increase in
public’s awareness on the issue of data protection and growing concerns about the usage of
their data, currently e-commerce users have no alternative to disclosing personal data and
revealing shopping behavior [Jo16]. A recent study reveals that 50% of online services
send full information about the users’ baskets to Paypal (if PayPal was selected as payment
method), which in turn forwards the information, who purchased what and where, to a
third-party specialized in data aggregation [Pr16]. At least in Europe, these issues begin
to be addressed through several regulations and directives. The General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), planned to be applied in May 2018 in the EU countries, requires data
protection by design and by default: “The controller shall implement appropriate technical
and organisational measures, such as pseudonymisation, which are designed to implement
data-protection principles, such as data minimisation [. . . ] in order to [. . . ] protect the
rights of data subjects” [Re16]. Therefore, we aim to improve the processes in e-commerce
in respect to the data protection principles pseudonymisation and data minimisation.
The e-shopping platform could track the user’s online activity through IP address, third
party web-tracking [MM12], browser fingerprinting [Ec10], canvas fingerprinting [Ac14],
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or evercookies [Ac14]. We do not investigate them in this paper, as previous work has
already suggested different countermeasures [DMS04, PCM13, Ba13, LRB16].
Following these requirements, we make a step forward in preserving customer’s privacy
in online shopping, by describing an e-commerce platform that satisfies the principles of
data minimization and pseudonymization (Section 3). We then suggest several architectures
for building such a platform (Section 4) and compare them based on the privacy threat
analysis methodology LINDDUN [WJ15], but also with respect to usability, transparency
and compatibility to existing business models (Section 5).

2

Related Work

Growing concern about user traceability when making electronic payments propelled
efforts in the area of privacy-preserving e-commerce. Initial work mainly concentrates on
anonymous electronic payment methods through cryptographic mechanisms such as blind
signatures [Ch83, Ch85, CFN90]. Aiello et al. [AIR01] describe a cryptographic protocol
for anonymous shopping of digital goods based on priced oblivious-transfer and private
information retrieval [Ch95]. In their setting, the customer makes an initial deposit which
is later used to retrieve the desired items. Besides the initial deposit and the interaction
with the platform, the online shop learns nothing else. In particular, it does not learn what
or how much is purchased, nor when the buyer runs out of credit. While interesting, this
approach is not feasible for deployment, as the customer would have to download the
entire encrypted database. More recent work brings several improvements to the underlying
protocols [RR01, CDN09, CDN10, HOG11], but they still only focus on digital goods,
while our interest is in achieving customer privacy when purchasing physical goods.
A first step towards anonymous and pseudonymous e-commerce addresses the problem of
purchasing goods with digital assets in a privacy-friendly manner [Sa14, GGM16, Go17].
Goldfeder et al. [Go17] introduce a series of escrow protocols to use when buying physical
products online and paying with Bitcoin. While some of these protocols satisfy strong
security properties, the buyer is still required to provide the seller with an address for
delivering the goods, breaking to some extent buyer anonymity. Even though the seller does
not learn the exact address of the buyer (as the address of a friend or of a post office can be
provided instead), the seller learns the location where the product has to be dispatched.

3

System Overview

First, we give a brief overview of the involved parties and the relevant data.
Involved parties. The system consists of the following five parties:
• The User is a (registered) customer interested in purchasing goods online from Shop.
• Shop is the party that sells the (physical) goods through a platform accessible via Internet.
• The payment provider Pay collects the payment from User and transfers it to Shop.
• The logistics provider Shipping delivers the purchased goods from Shop to User.
• ID-Provider is a third-party responsible for managing the user’s profile.
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In order to prevent the Shop from collecting customers’ private data and creating dossiers
that reveal shopping behavior, we introduce a trusted third party in the system, ID-Provider,
that increases the usability and the privacy of the architecture. It is responsible with
managing the User’s real and generated identities. A customer registers with ID-Provider
with the real identity, and receives from ID-Provider a new generated identity, a pseudonym
for logging in with Shop. Basically it acts as an authentication provider with pseudonymous
identities, single sign on system for online shops and shopping process management system
that connects the stakeholder for one shopping procedure. ID-Provider increases the usability
for the User as well as the privacy of the overall shopping process. We require the user to
provide the real identity in order to prevent system abuse. The pseudonym can be lifted in
case of proved misbehavior. User can use the same pseudonym on multiple online platforms,
or can create several pseudonyms, one for every platform, or even one for every purchase on
the same platform.
User data. For a successful purchase, the user needs to provide the following information:
• Product data refers to the products selected by User for purchase.
• Total value refers to the purchasing price of the selected products plus additional payment
and shipping charges to User.
• Payment data represents the data needed for a successful payment. Depending on the
selected payment method this can be name, full address, bank account or credit card
number, or even an anonymous payment method as sketched in Section 2. In general,
banks and financial service providers require more information about a payment than just
the bank account and the total value.
• Delivery data represents the information the delivery service Shipping needs for a
successful delivery to User. In most cases, this is the name and address of User. However,
other options are container freight stations and poste restante delivery, which do not
necessarily require the same information.
The identifiability of the User and the linkability of purchases by Pay and Shipping depends
on the chosen payment and delivery methods and applies to all architecture scenarios we
will further discuss (Section 4). We assume that none of the parties collude, as collusion
between Shop and any of ID-Provider, Pay or Shipping is sufficient for User profiling.
System requirements
A representation of a current e-shopping process is depicted in Figure 1. In general, Shop
collects the User’s data required for payment processing and package delivery. While it
is possible to use a payment provider, such as Paypal [Pa17], and not provide Shop with
any payment information, in most cases, the payment provider offers Shop a possibility to
manage the payments and allows it to access the user’s payment data.
As already discussed in Section 1, we ignore other customer tracking possibilities and
focus our analysis on the data provided by User to the other parties. If a privacy-friendly
online shopping platform would exist, the users could try to protect themselves via technical
measures or legislation could protect the users by banning tracking without their consent.
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Fig. 1: Traditional Shopping Process in Business Process Modeling Notation [Ob11]
Since the login process will not differ much for the proposed architectures, the data in
focus are product data, the value of the products, payment data and shipping data. When
designing the pseudonymous e-commerce architecture, we aim for the principle of minimum
disclosure under the constraints that the usability of the system should be comparable to
the current systems in practice and that the process should be as transparent as possible
to the user. Additionally, as discussed in Section 1, to promote a widespread use of our
architecture, the shop providers business model should be respected. To chose our basic
architecture, we consider the following dimensions for requirements and comparison:
Privacy. Shop should learn only the user’s activity on the platform, i.e. the purchased
products and their total value. The vendor does not learn payment or shipping data. Pay
should learn nothing except for the amount to be payed by the user to the vendor and
the payment data from the user. More specifically, the payment service does not learn
the products the user purchased, but only their total value. Shipping should learn only the
shipping data, but not the content (purchased products) of the package(s) to be delivered.
For the privacy analysis we apply LINDDUN, a privacy threat analysis methodology [De11,
WJ15] which supports analysts in eliciting privacy requirements – similar to the security
threat modeling framework STRIDE [Sh14]. Since we have a manageable number of
entities in the context of our architecture scenarios, we don’t run into the risk of threat
explosion and can use the LINDDUN privacy analysis framework to systematically account
for privacy specific threats. It is based on the graphical representation of the system’s
abstract representation by a data flow diagram (DFD) and the subsequent mapping of the
framework’s six high-level threats to each DFD element. Therefore, we model the process
from checkout via payment to the delivery procedure of the products in a DFD. For each
entity, we investigate the threats and map them to the elements in the DFD. In the following,
we briefly discuss the privacy threats we are going to analyze.
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Since the user should be able to shop pseudonymously, we consider the identifiability of the
user (e.g. by payment or delivery data) as the main threat. In that context it is also important
which parties hold which data. Depending on the party, information on purchased products,
the value of the purchased products, payment data and delivery data is necessary for
providing the service. As discussed, in particular the last data is suitable to revoke the User’s
pseudonymity. Therefore, we consider the disclosure of this data as another threat. Even if
the User is not directly identifiable, linkability of two (or more) purchases of a user could
reveal sensitive information leading to identification or at least the building of a meaningful
profile. We further investigate which of the parties is able to detect login, purchase, payment
and delivery events which could also be used to profile the User. Detectablility of one of the
events does not mean the corresponding data is revealed, but in most cases the involved party
can be identified (e.g. User did payment with Pay but neither amount nor payment data can
be seen). Unawareness and non-compliance are out of the scope, as they are more related to
the user interface and the entities’ policies which are independent of our system architecture
process. We are also not regarding non-repudiation for this paper since we consider it more
related to contracting and legal aspects than to the architecture of our shopping platform.
Usability. Many aspects concerning the usability will not depend on the system’s architecture, but on proper user interfaces allowing the user to manage his data in a easy and
transparent way. However, in order to allow the user to easily use the system from different
clients (e.g. computer, tablet, smart phone, . . . ), the user should not store information
such as a cryptographic key. Additionally, the speed of the system should be comparable
to existing systems, thus complex cryptographic protocols which delay the process too
much can not be used. As a consequence, certain privacy enhancing technologies such
as attribute based credentials [SKR12] do not come into play, because they make use of
cryptographic keys, which the user would have to store on a smartcard. We compare the
different architectures based on the effort the user needs to take for.
Transparency. A natural data flow which allows the user to easily understand which data
is provided to whom for which purpose contributes to a transparent system. Since the user
interface is out of the scope of this work, transparency of the different architectures will
depend only on data flows.
Compatibility to existing business models. Analogous to attribute based credentials [Sa15], we assume that when preserving the online shop providers’ business models, a
broad distribution of our platform can be more easily achieved. Certainly, this does not mean
that the shop providers should be allowed to collect all data they want. But allowing them to
keep profiles for pseudonyms and sending e.g. newsletters (via ID-Provider) to users who
gave consent would certainly be helpful for the adoption of pseudonymous e-commerce.

4

Architecture Variants

In this section we describe the three architectures, we considered for implementation.
For an easier comparison, we also analyzed the current shopping process. The standard
architecture allows the Shop to gather a big volume of data about its users. In order to
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avoid this, we suggest three architectures, two of them make use of public-key infrastructure
(see Sections 4.2 and 4.3) and a third one without encryption but self data hosting (see
Section 4.4). All scenarios involve an ID-Provider for managing the user’s profile.
For the following analysis, we abstract from the login process and from confirmations as far
as possible. Although other variants exists, we assume the User selects the products, pays
and gets them delivered afterwards. Special care has to taken that Pay and Shipping providers
do not pass the User’s data to the Shop, e.g. by offering an administrative user interface,
where payment data is listed or sending tracking information of the delivered packages. Each
architecture’s description follows the following template: We describe the process of every
scenario and briefly discuss advantages and disadvantages. The corresponding data flow
from selecting the products, checkout, payment and delivery process is depicted in Fig. 2.
The analyzed privacy threats described in Section 3 are listed in Tab. 1. For each privacy
threat (from Sect. 3) we denote the scenarios where it exists. For some of the analyzed
threats, it depends on the users. If users don’t want the shop to link their payments, they
can use a new pseudonym for each purchase. For payment and shipping it depends on the
kind of service the user chooses. Clearly, it makes a difference whether they are paying with
anonymous electronic payment or by providing their credit card data. For shipping they
could ask for home delivery or use a container freight station. We denote these threats in
brackets in Tab. 1.
4.1

A: Current Shopping Process

The standard shopping process is depicted in BPMN in Figure 1 and has already been
described. Figure 2a shows the data flow diagram. The Shop collects all information about
the user, and thus can identify the user and can link all shopping activities. The identifiability
of the User and the linkability of purchases by Pay and Shipping depends on the chosen
payment or delivery method. The highest privacy threat for the User is the Shop because of
the possibility to disclose the User’s payment and delivery data as well as profiling the User.
4.2

B: Shop Stores Encrypted Data

In this scenario, the user reveals only his real identity (name) to ID-Provider when registering.
The ID-Provider acts as single-sign-on login service, to allow the user to log in several Shops
without further registration. Additionally, ID-Provider provides public keys for payment and
shipping provider. Shipping and payment data is stored encrypted on the Shop’s server. The
data flow of this scenario is depicted in Figure 2b.
The User initiates the process by select products. The Shop gets the product data and stores
it. In the checkout process, the User decides on a payment and shipping provider. The user
gets the public keys for any provider he wants to use, encrypts the payment respectively
delivery data and sends it to the Shop. Subsequently, the Shop initiates the payment process
by forwarding the encrypted banking details along with the amount to be payed to Pay.
After successfully decrypting the payment data and completing the payment transaction,
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Fig. 2: Data flow diagram
Pay sends a confirmation of payment to Shop. Upon confirmation, Shop starts the delivery
process and sends the package labeled with the User’s encrypted address to Shipping. After
successfully decrypting the delivery data, Shipping proceeds with delivering the package
and provides Shop with a confirmation of delivery. In this architecture Shop is not able to

identify the user and can not disclose payment and delivery data. Since there is a possibility
to use one pseudonym for each shopping process, the shop is also not able to link the
purchases of an user unless the User allows it. The ID-Provider only knows the real identity
of the user, but can not disclose payment or delivery information and also does not learn
anything about the purchase process. However, the ID-Provider is able to detect the login
process. The information distribution of Pay and Shipping are not affected. Therefore, the
same conditions apply as for the standard architecture.
Advantages and disadvantages.
+ ID-Provider does not learn methods User uses for payment.
+ The Pay and Shipping services do not learn the virtual identity of User.
− The ID-Provider is able to detect logins in the store.
− Key management: It is difficult for the User to encrypt the payment and delivery data.
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Tab. 1: Privacy Threats Mapped to Architecture Variants from Sect. 4
Entity
Threat
Identifiability
Disclosure shopping cart
Disclosure total value
Disclosure payment data
Disclosure delivery data
Linkability purchase
Detectablility login
Detectablility purchase
Detectablility payment
Detectablility delivery
1

Depends on the user’s choice.

Shop

Pay

Ship

Identity Provider

A
ABCD
ABCD
A
A
A(BCD)1
ABCD
ABCD
ABCD
ABCD

(ABCD)2

(ABCD)3

BCD

2

ABCD
ABCD
(ABCD)2
ABCD
ABCD

ABCD
(ABCD)3

C
BCD
C
C
C

ABCD
ABCD

Depends on user’s payment

3

Depends on user’s shipping

Either this is done in the browser (e.g. with Javascript) or by an App, but the user has to
trust the party providing the code.
4.3

C: ID-Provider Stores Encrypted Data

This architecture is similar to architecture B. The only change is that the (encrypted)
payment and delivery data is stored at the ID-Provider. As a consequence, instead of directly
delivering the data to Pay and Shipping, the Shop refers them to the ID-Provider where they
need to authenticate and ask for the User’s data. Therefore, the data flow itself is very similar
to the one of architecture B (see 4.2) as depicted in Figure 2c. In this scenario, ID-Provider
controls the shopping process. It knows the identity of the user and has information about
where the user shops but does neither know the payment or delivery data since they are
encrypted nor any details of the shopping content. Shop does not know the real identity of
the user nor the payment or delivery details. The data distribution or possible disclosure
from Pay and Shipping are unchanged.
Advantages and disadvantages.
+ ID-Provider does not learn the payment or delivery data of the User.
− If the User does not perform the encryption himself, then he has to trust ID-Provider to
provide him with the correct public keys of the payment and logistics services.
− ID-Provider learns the Shop where the User makes his purchases.
− One more point of failure: ID-Provider is involved in multiple transactions.
4.4

D: User Gets Redirected to 3rd Parties

In this scenario, ID-Provider solely acts as a single-sign-on service and certification authority.
All the information required for each of the steps of the pseudonymised shopping process
is stored by the User. He initiates the process by selecting the products. The Shop gets
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the product data and stores it. In the checkout process, the User decides on a payment and
shipping provider. Subsequently, the Shop redirects the User for the payment process and
the User delivers his payment data directly to Pay. Pay sends a confirmation of payment
back to Shop. Upon confirmation, the Shop redirects the User for the delivery process and
the User delivers his delivery data directly to Shipping. Shipping receives the package from
Shop with an identifier to link it to the address and proceeds with delivering the package
and provides Shop with a confirmation of delivery. Figure 2d shows the data flow. Since
the User has full control about his profile data, Shop does neither know the User’s identity
nor the payment or delivery data. The information distribution of Pay and Shipping are not
affected. Therefore, the same conditions apply as for the standard scenario.
Advantages and disadvantages.
+ The User is fully in control of his personal information.
+ Only necessary data is provided to each party.
+ Only communication needs to be encrypted.
− Additional tools have to be provided for Users to host their information.
− A lot of transactional load is put on the User. In particular, the User has to check that he is
providing the information to the correct party, e.g. by checking cryptographic certificates.
− The payment process has to work instantly, otherwise additional communication is needed
to synchronise payment with shipping processes.

5

Architecture comparison

In this section we compare the previously described architectures on the four dimensions
described in Section 3: privacy, usability, transparency, and compatibility.
Privacy. Every involved party should learn only information about the activity belonging
to its area of responsibility. In the standard scenario the Shop holds every information about
the User’s identity. As described in Sect. 4, all proposed architectures consider the principle
of minimum disclosure. They differ only in the information provided to the ID-Provider.
In each scenario the User has the possibility to create several shopping pseudonyms. If
he uses one for every shopping process, the store could not link several purchases. This
applies to all architectures. The linkability of the purchase and identifiablity of the User
on Pay’s and Shipping’s side depends on the payment and shipping methods and is not an
architectural aspect. ID-Provider could link the purchases in Scenario C because ID-Provider
manages the checkout process. In the other scenarios ID-Provider acts as a real identity
provider and just manages the login process. Therefore, the detectability of a purchase, a
payment and a delivery applies to Scenario C, but not to Scenario B and Scenario D.
Usability. Every architecture has the registration at ID-Provider and the managing of
pseudonyms in common. That means compared to the standard scenario one has to maintain
data not on Shop’s side but on ID-Provider’s side. As a compensation for managing the
profiles, the User would not need to register at any Shop anymore.
Architecture B and C come with additional effort since the Users have to encrypt their
data. In particular, in architecture B, Users face the problem that they might not want to
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trust the Shop’s App or Javascript-code making it difficult to encrypt. On the other hand in
architecture C, the user has to register at the ID-Provider anyway and it seems reasonable
to rely, e.g. on an App or Javascript-code on a web page. Architecture D asks the user to
provide his payment and delivery data for each purchase again. This could be mitigated by
making use of the The PaymentRequest API [Ba17]. However, since the recommendation is
quite new, it will take some time until this has been adapted. For the authentication and
single sign-on the X.509 standard could be used but needs some extensions to provide
special user information. Therefore, Dash et al. [Da17] show an architecture proposal for an
identity management architecture as a service. Additionally, since the Shop redirects the
User to Pay and Shipping, the User has to check for each of the providers that Shop was
directing her to the correct entity and not to a forged one to get the User’s data.
Transparency. Despite sharing payment and delivery data directly with the Shop the
standard architecture is quite transparent, because the User should be aware of sharing
this data with the Shop. Although, the user might not be aware that this information might
be shared with or is accessible by 3rd party service providers (e.g. webhoster, payment
provider). The same holds for architecture D, where the Users need to provide their data to
each entity directly. Architectures B and C, lack a bit of transparency, because it is harder
for the user to assess how and from whom the encrypted data will be processed. However,
it’s up to the respective entity to inform the User in a supporting way.
Compatibility. The basic business processes of the involved parties are not broken by
this architectures. However, by not disclosing the User’s identity and therefore contact
information to Shop, Shop needs to rely on ID-Provider to forward e.g. newsletters or special
offers to the User. In case of misuse or disputes, ID-Provider is needed to reveal the User’s
identity. Pay and Shipping need to adjust their processes, in order to not reveal the User’s
data to Shop. However, there is no large difference here between architectures B, C, and D.
Final Architecture. Table 2 shows an overview of all attributes concerning the four
analyzed architectures. While architectures B and D are favorable in respect to privacy and
transparency, our focus when defining the requirements was to put emphasis on usability.
Improved privacy should not complicate the shopping process for the user. The slight
disadvantage in transparency from architecture C to D does not outweigh the disadvantage of
architecture D that Users need to provide their data for each purchase again or alternatively
have additional accounts (and logins) at payment and shipping providers. Therefore, we
believe architecture C to be the most feasible option.
A
B
C
D

Privacy
++
+
++

Usability
o
+
++
o

Transparency
+
o
o
+

Compatibility
++
+
+
+

Tab. 2: Comparison of the several architectures.
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6

Conclusion and Future Work

In the context of pseudonymous online shopping, we presented and assessed three different
architectures and compared them to the existing architecture. So far, the proof of concept
shows, that a pseudonymous e-commerce process can be set up in a usable and privacyfriendly way. The User data is no longer on Shop’s side but split to several parties that are
involved in the shopping process.
We plan to add more processes to the shopping system such as returning goods and writing
invoices. Around this, several legal and technical issues need to be resolved, e.g. how the
Shop can issue an invoice to a pseudonym. Even though the PaymentRequest API only
supports non-normative encryption of data fields and might also expose payments methods
(cf. [Ba17, Section 19.2]), it might be helpful in storing payment and delivery data in the
User’s computer to avoid creating a centralized database.
Future work includes the implementation of certain restrictions for Users. For example,
only Users above certain age or in certain geographical regions can access certain products.
The next steps also contain the detailed description of the used protocol.
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